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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which traffic through a UCS 6200 cluster can be in
Active-Standby mode?
A. Data and management traffic
B. Data traffic only
C. FHRP
D. Management traffic only
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Der Z-Score ist ein MaÃŸ fÃ¼r den Abstand in
Standardabweichungen eines Probendatenpunkts vom Median der
Probenpopulation.
A. Richtig
B. Falsch
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are two characteristics of IS-IS CSNPs? (Choose two.)
A. IS-IS CSNPs contain header information for specific
requested link-state PDUs.
B. IS-IS CSNPs are used to maintain the link-state database
synchronization.
C. IS-IS CSNPs are used to request a copy of a missing link
state PDU.
D. IS-IS CSNPs contain header information for all link-state
PDUs.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Sie haben ein Azure-Abonnement mit dem Namen AZPT1, das die in
der folgenden Tabelle aufgefÃ¼hrten Ressourcen enthÃ¤lt:
Sie erstellen ein neues Azure-Abonnement mit dem Namen AZPT2.
Sie mÃ¼ssen identifizieren, welche Ressourcen nach AZPT2
verschoben werden kÃ¶nnen.
Welche Ressourcen sollten Sie identifizieren?
A. VM1, storage1, VNET1, VM1Managed, and RVAULT1
B. RVAULT1 only
C. VM1, storage1, VNET1, and VM1Managed only
D. VM1 and VM1Managed only
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
You can move a VM and its associated resources to a different
subscription by using the Azure portal.
You can now move an Azure Recovery Service (ASR) Vault to
either a new resource group within the current subscription or
to a new subscription.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/m
anagement/move-resource-group-and-subscrip
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/general/keyvau
lt-move-subscription
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